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SaaS Auditor
It is an overwhelming task as burden to know where your data is going. With HOPZERO SaaS
Auditor you can know with absolute certainty that your data is safe in just a few minutes.
The SaaS Auditor is an online tool that lets you upload a packet header capture file to our portal and in minutes receive acc ess to a
graphical representation of where your data is traveling. SaaS Auditor ’s easy point and click filters provide valuable information and

advanced filters may be saved for reuse. One click provides a security compliance Block Report, providing a map of where
application connections are leaking out firewalls. Click a session dot and detailed Deep Security DataTravel™ research pops up,
providing cogent information saving hours of security research.

“A picture is worth a thousand logs”
Graphical geo maps of internal and

Internet IP locations. Show every session
traveling from inside of your network to
the Internet. Predefined filters show

perspective from External to Internal,
Internal to External, Internal to Internal.

Optional filters like Data Attributes
Application types.

Fast security research at your
fingertips. Export filtered data

to table format to create your
own custom reports

Upload SnapShot Audit Data

Access to Continous Recorder Data

Portal Account Management

Exfiltration Visualization

Point and Click Filters

Auto-send to Syslog

Point & Click Navigation

Map Investigation Sharing

CSV Export

Learn more about Exfiltration Prevention and Data Containment at https://hopzero.com/Auditor
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About HOPZERO
HOPZERO is an Exfiltration Prevention solutions developer. Audits and proactive security
solutions allow companies to protect their private data. HOPZERO products are managed with a
unified SaaS management platform providing enterprise wide visibility and safe data
containment policy enforcement. HOPZERO security systems eliminates complexity and training
gaps normally associated with enterprise systems.

DataTravel™ Security

